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An Augmented Relative Navigation System (ARNS) is proposed for autonomous
satellite formation flying in low-Earth-orbit (LEO). Inter-satellite ranging systems such as
those based on radio frequency transmissions can provide additional observation infor-
mation, e.g. inter-satellite distance measurement, which can be used to increase the Global
Positioning System (GPS) stand-alone observation dimension, or treated as a non-linear
equality constraint within a smoothly-constrained Kalman filter. Both approaches are imple-
mented in the proposed ARNS described in this paper. An innovative phase integer
ambiguity fixing and feedback scheme is implemented to increase the ambiguity fix rate of the
GPS carrier phase measurements. A set of Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) flight data is used to test and validate the relative navigation performance of the
proposed methods. Results indicate that the augmented system can improve relative
positioning accuracy by an order of magnitude.
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1. INTRODUCTION. Satellite formation flying is one of the typical forms of
a so-called Distributed Space System, in which more than two spacecraft are flying in a
coordinated manner to fulfil a particular space mission. The formation flying of space-
craft to replace a single large satellite will provide opportunities for a number of future
applications, including synthetic apertures for high-resolution interferometry mis-
sions. Such missions require precise relative satellite state (position and velocity) infor-
mation. Hence relative navigation is one of the primary tasks in a satellite formation
flying mission.
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Traditionally external observations from ground stations have been used for
satellite orbit determination. However, more and more space missions benefit from the
use of an autonomous navigation system, which can estimate a satellite’s state using
the measurements available on board. Since the beginning of the 1990s, the U.S.
Global Positioning System (GPS) has been used for spacecraft navigation, providing
high precision orbit information with minimum ground intervention.
The differential GPS technique can produce sub-centimetre-level relative position-

ing precision and accuracy in software or/and hardware-in-the-loop simulations, and
centimetre-level precision in (near) real time for low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite
formation flying missions. One significant issue affecting relative navigation perfor-
mance is the inter-satellite distance. For formations with large separation, e.g. over
100 km, even though most common GPS errors can be eliminated by using the double-
differenced observables, ionospheric delay residuals may still be significant. Moreover,
the common-in-view GPS satellites change rapidly, which will degrade the success
rates of integer ambiguity resolution and lead to solution gaps when there are insuffici-
ent double-differenced observables (Mohiuddin and Psiaki, 2005; Tancredi et al.,
2010; Montenbruck and D’Amico, 2013). As a consequence, the navigation perfor-
mance will deteriorate significantly. Relative positioning performance for some
formation flying missions are summarised in Table 1.
Given the wide range of formation flying missions, a single navigation system

will not necessarily be able to meet all functional and operational requirements.
For example, as introduced in the previous section, some weakness still exists in
GPS standalone baseline determination for satellite formation flying applications.
However, inter-satellite ranging observations are sometimes available for satellite
formation flying missions to provide robust and autonomous measurements (Tapley
et al., 2004; Montenbruck et al., 2008). Inter-satellite ranging systems are categorised
as optical, radio, laser, or laser interferometry (Renga et al., 2013). Radio signal
measurement is the most mature class of technology.
The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission has successfully

demonstrated the use of inter-satellite ranging between two satellites to aid deter-
mination of the Earth’s gravitational field in a precise manner (Tapley et al., 2004).
The relative distance between the satellites is measured with a resolution of 10 μm
using a K/Ka-band ranging (KBR) system, which is a dual one-way ranging instru-
ment. A GRACE follow-on mission is planned to launch in 2017 (Sheard et al., 2012).
It is planned to use microwave ranging as the primary instrument for inter-satellite
distance measurements, however laser interferometry has been proposed as an
alternative system, able to achieve improved inter-satellite ranging precision. Another
mission known as PRISMA also benefits from use of a radio frequency (RF)

Table 1. Relative positioning performance using real data for several LEO formation flying missions.

Mission Measurements
Nominal
separation

Process
strategy Positioning precision

GRACE Dual-frequency GPS 220 km Post processing 1·56mm 3D std dev (Kroes 2006)
GRACE Dual-frequency GPS 260 km Near-real-time 4·2 cm 3D rms (Tancredi et al. 2013)
TanDEM-X Dual-frequency GPS 20 km Post processing *1mm 3D std dev (Jäggi et al., 2012)
PRISMA Single-frequency GPS 0*30 km Real-time 5 cm 3D rms (D’Amico et al., 2013)
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metrology subsystem for relative positioning (Montenbruck et al., 2008). A summary
of these systems is given in Table 2.
In these flight missions the inter-satellite ranging instruments have been applied to

measure the inter-satellite baseline directly, or with the aid of GPS. An augmented
relative navigation system (ARNS) is one that combines GPS measurements with
inter-satellite range measurements, which is able to provide a sufficient number of
measurements, as well as more rapid and stable navigation filter solutions. In this
navigation system, the inter-satellite range measurement is treated as a new obser-
vation, which can be combined with the original GPS stand-alone measurements.
Alternatively, the baseline measurement can be used as a non-linear equality con-
straint. A number of approaches to applying equality constraints with a Kalman filter
framework (Simon, 2010) can also be applied to the ARNS. In particular, a smoothly-
constrained Kalman filter (SCKF) (De Geeter et al., 1997) can be used.
An augmented relative navigation system for satellite formation flying is described

in this paper. Section 2 presents the functional models and the extended Kalman filter
architecture for the stand-alone GPS-based kinematic relative navigation system.
Section 3 introduces two approaches to incorporating the extra measurements from
the inter-satellite ranging instrument into the ARNS. A phase ambiguity fixing and
feedback scheme is investigated in Section 4. A set of fight data from the GRACE
mission was used to test and validate the ARNS performance.

2. GPS-BASED KINEMATIC RELATIVE NAVIGATION. The
double-differenced GPS observables are widely used to obtain high accuracy baseline
solutions. By taking differences between GPS satellites and two receivers the double-
differenced observation equation can be written as follows:

δPRsij,f
rcd = −lossijrd ,0δrrcd − ρ̇sircδclrc + ρ̇sjrcδclrc + ρ̇sirdδclrd − ρ̇sjrdδclrd + I sij,frcd + νsij,frcd

δCPsij,f
rcd = −lossijrd ,0δrrcd − ρ̇sircδclrc + ρ̇sjrcδclrc + ρ̇sirdδclrd − ρ̇sjrdδclrd − I sij,frcd + λf Nsij,f

rcd + νsijrcd
(1)

where the superscript s and f indicate the GPS satellite and the signal frequency
respectively, and subscript r indicates the receiver. The terms in the equations are:

δ Increment operator: δ() = () − ()0
PR, CP Code phase and carrier phase observations [m]
ρPR, ρCP Geometric distance between receiver and GPS satellites [m]
I Ionospheric delay [m]
cl Clock error [s]
λf Signal wavelength at frequency f [m]
N Carrier phase integer ambiguity [cycle]
v Unmodelled code phase and carrier phase errors [m]

Table 2. Inter-satellite ranging systems for some LEO formation flying missions.

Name Type Positioning Accuracy

GRACE Microwave ranging 10μm
PRISMA Microwave ranging & vision-based sensor 0·1 m
GRACE-II Microwave ranging & laser interferometry 50 nm
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As indicated in the above models, the terms associated with the receiver clock errors
remain and need to be accounted for. A typical GPS receiver with a pulse per second
output can provide an accuracy of between 100 nanoseconds and 1 microsecond. In
the high dynamic motion of a spacecraft where the multiplier ρ̇sr is large, e.g. about
7·5 km/s on a 500 km circular orbit, the magnitude of these terms will be at the
millimetre level and can be ignored. Common expressions of the double-differenced
models are the same as those used in terrestrial scenarios:

δPRsij ,f
rcd = −lossijrd ,0δrrcd + I sij ,frcd + νsij ,frcd

δCPsij ,f
rcd = −lossijrd ,0δrrcd − I sij ,frcd + λf Nsij ,f

rcd + νsijrcd
(2)

The extended Kalman filter (EKF) can be used to resolve the optimal estimation
problem of non-linear systems, which are linearized around the current estimate and
its covariance. The relative navigation system employs a common EKF for estimating
the relative states of two spacecraft. The single point positioning (SPP) approach is
used to estimate the absolute orbits and receiver clock errors, which are then treated as
the initial approximate values for linearization of the system of equations. A several
metre-level of accuracy for absolute orbit determination is sufficient. The unknown
parameters to be estimated are:

x = (rxc, ryc, rzc, clc, rxd, ryd, rzd, cld ,B, vTECc, vTĖCc, vTECd, vTĖCd ,N)T (3)
The subscript c and d designate the “chief” and “deputy” spacecraft, respectively,
[rx, ry, rz] are the absolute position components in the Earth-Centred-Earth-Fixed
(ECEF) coordinate system, cl denotes the receiver clock error, B=[Bx, By, Bz] is the
baseline vector, vTEC and vTĖC are the vertical total electron content and its rate,
respectively. N = (N1,L1

cd ,N2,L1
cd , · · ·Ni,L1

cd ,N1,L2
cd ,N2,L2

cd , · · ·Ni,L2
cd )T denotes the single-

differenced carrier phase ambiguities. Only (B, vTECc, vTĖCc, vTECd , vTĖCd,N)T
are estimated as states in the EKF. The formulation of the first order ionospheric error
with respect to vTEC can be expressed as:

I sr =
40·3
f 2

·m · vTEC (4)

where m is the mapping function and f denotes the carrier frequency. Since GPS
observations by space borne receivers are all measured within the ionosphere rather
than underneath it, the ionospheric pierce point model used for terrestrial receivers
cannot be applied directly. The Lear mapping function (Leung and Montenbruck,
2005; van Barneveld et al., 2008) is commonly used, which is dependent on the
elevation angle:

m E( ) = 2·037����������������
sin2 E + 0·076

√
+ sinE

(5)

There are two steps in the EKF process: state prediction and state propagation.
When only the kinematic relative navigation approach is applied, the baseline
components can be propagated using the identify matrix without any a priori
knowledge of relative motion. vTEC is modelled to change with a constant rate within
a short time interval. Based on this assumption, its dynamics can be modelled as a
second-order random walk process. In the state prediction step the relative states
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propagate as follows:

B̂
−
k+1 = B̂

+
k

vTÊC−
c,k+1 = vTÊC+

c,k + vT ˆ̇EC+
c,k · (tk+1 − tk)

vTÊC−
d,k+1 = vTÊC+

d,k + vT ˆ̇EC+
d,k · (tk+1 − tk)

(vT ˆ̇ECc, vT
ˆ̇ECd,N)−k+1 = (vT ˆ̇ECc, vT

ˆ̇ECd,N)+k

(6)

After the ionosphere error is modelled with respect to vTEC by means of the Lear
mapping function, the double-differenced observables can be finally expressed as:

δPRsij ,L1
rcd = −lossijrd ,0B+ 1

f 2L1

(mij
dvTECd −mij

c vTECc) + ν
sij ,L1

PRcd

δPRsij ,L2
rcd = −lossijrd ,0B+ 1

f 2L2

(mij
dvTECd −mij

c vTECc) + ν
sij ,L2

PRcd

δCPsij ,L1
rcd = −lossijrd ,0B− 1

f 2L1

(mij
dvTECd −mij

c vTECc) + λf (Nsi,L1
rcd −Nsj,L1

rcd ) + ν
sij ,L1

CPcd

δCPsij ,L2
rcd = −lossijrd ,0B− 1

f 2L2

(mij
dvTECd −mij

c vTECc) + λf (Nsi,L2
rcd −Nsj,L2

rcd ) + ν
sij ,L2

CPcd

(7)

3. AUGMENTED RELATIVE NAVIGATION SYSTEM. Two ap-
proaches can be used to implement the augmented navigation system with baseline
measurements: system re-parameterisation and a smoothly-constrained Kalman filter
(SCKF).

3.1. System re-parameterisation. RF inter-satellite observations may be range
and carrier phase:

RBL = ρBL + Er + σr

PBL = ρBL + Ep + b+ σp
(8)

ρBL denotes the true range, b denotes the phase ambiguity, and E denotes the total
of other errors or biases such as antenna offsets, ionospheric errors and light time
delays. As in the case of GPS measurements, the RF measurements are the lower
accuracy but unbiased range measurements, and the more accurate but biased carrier
phase measurements. If the bias is removed and other errors are corrected, both
observations will have a design matrix similar to GPS measurements:

C = ∂c
∂x

= ρBL
Bx

ρBL
By

ρBL
Bz

01×4 01×2n

( )

R = σ2BL

(9)

where n is the number of common-in-view satellites. The inter-satellite range
measurements are combined with GPS measurements in the augmented
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design matrix:

H∗ =

−loss12rd ,0
−m12

c

f 2L1

0
m12

d

f 2L1

0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

..

. ..
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. ..
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.

−loss1jrd ,0
−m1j

c

f 2L1

0
m1j

d

f 2L1

0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

−loss12rd ,0
−m12

c

f 2L2

0
m12

d

f 2L2
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c
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d

f 2L1
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c

f 2L2

0 −m12
d

f 2L2
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m1j

c
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0 −m1j
d

f 2L2

0 0 · · · 0 1 · · · −1

ρBL
Bx

ρBL
By

ρBL
Bz

0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0







4n+1( )× 7+2n( )
(10)

An iterative EKF strategy can be used to reduce the errors resulting from the
nonlinearity of the RF measurements.

3.2. Smoothly-constrained Kalman filter. Alternatively, a SCKF can be used to
process the inter-satellite measurements. In the derivation of the design matrix, the
linearization is applied by truncating the Taylor series to the first order, which will
result in two types of error: truncating error and base point error (De Geeter et al.,
1997). In terms of the nonlinearity of the inter-satellite range measurements, a SCKF
scheme is also developed in which the ARNS makes the assumption that all the inter-
satellite measurements are treated as equality constraints. In addition, the SCKF
operates separately from the GPS EKF, as an independent module, which will
contribute to a modular design of the relative navigation system. The algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 1 (Simon, 2010), where α is a tuning parameter and Sth is a
threshold value, both of which are empirical parameters to control the iterations of the
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SCKF. c is the constraint equation and C is its Jacobian matrix as expressed in
Equation (9).

4. CARRIER PHASE INTEGER AMBIGUITY FIXING AND
FEEDBACK SCHEME. The EKF scheme mentioned in the last section gives
the ambiguity float solutions of the relative states. For short baseline scenarios
(<10 km), the float solutions have been shown to be of centimetre-level accuracy
because the double-differencing operation largely removes the measurements errors
(Busse, 2003). However, the integer property of the phase ambiguity should be
exploited, especially when the residual ionospheric error still contaminates the double-
differenced observables in the case of a large separation of the two spacecraft. For ap-
plications of satellite navigation/positioning, a more efficient scheme for fixing integer
ambiguity is required (Kroes et al., 2005; Tancredi et al., 2013). The ambiguity float

'
0ˆ ˆ , , T

k kx x P P R CPCα+ += = =

( )' '
0 expiR R i= −

( ) ( )max / T
i j j jj jS C P C CPC=

( )
( )( )

( )

1'

ˆ ˆ ˆ

T T
iK PC CPC R

x x K z c x

P P I KG

−
= +

= + −

= −

ˆ
c

C
x

∂=
∂

i mS S≥

 

Initialisation

Standard Kalman filter
i=i+1

END

N
o

Yes

Figure 1. SCKF algorithm.
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solutions obtained from the EKF are used in an integer least squares (ILS) procedure,
as implemented by the LAMBDA method. Once the potential integer solutions are
verified in the validation step, they are adopted as pseudo-perfect measurements to be
introduced into the update of the EKF for the next epoch (shown in Figure 2). A fixed
ambiguity is held to an integer value until a cycle slip occurs or the filter diverges with
large residuals. The pseudo-perfect measurements are formulated as:

z = N̆

H = ∂z
∂x

= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
[ ]

R = 0

(11)

where T is the transformation matrix between the single-differenced ambiguities and
the double-differenced ambiguities, and R is the observation noise matrix which
equals zero for a perfect measurement.
In the ARNS, the procedure for fixing the integer ambiguities is almost the same as

in Figure 2. More specifically, when the SCKF is used to deal with the additional
range measurements in the ARNS, the float relative states from the EKF are imported
into the SCKF first before they are generated as fixed states, and then fed back for the
next update of the EKF (Figure 3).

5. ARNS PERFORMANCE TESTS USING GRACE FLIGHT
DATA. Real data from the GRACE mission was used to test the ARNS per-
formance, as the two identical satellites are equipped with GPS receivers and K/Ka-
Band Ranging (KBR) instruments. A post-processed version of the GRACE data,
known as Level 1B data, was archived by JPL’s Physical Oceanography Distributed
Active Archive Centre (PODAAC) and is available to the science community (Case
et al., 2002). PODAAC provides GPS flight data and K Band Ranging data products
in the format of GPS1B and KBR1B, respectively. The Level 1B data also includes a
GPS Navigation (GNV) product that contains precise orbit determination solutions of
each spacecraft.
The 24 hour dataset with data interval of ten seconds, from 11 September 2005 has

been selected to test the proposed ARNS. There is a gap of 30 minutes for GRACE A
observation data due to receiver malfunction from epoch 3509. Hence for relative
navigation only 8460 epochs of data are valid. The separation between two satellites
ranged from 20 km to 55 km during the day (Figure 4).

Fixed States
Integer Least Square

(LAMBDA)

Float States kr

k = k + 1

kN

k̂r
k̂–1r

ˆ
k–1N

ˆ
k–1N

ky

Figure 2. Fixed ambiguity feedback scheme for the GPS stand-alone relative navigation system.
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5.1. K/Ka band range measurements. The KBR1B data are the ionosphere-free
biased ranges between the GRACE A and B spacecraft. The biased range can be
treated as the true range adding an unknown bias that varies at every epoch. A pro-
cedure proposed by Kroes (2006) can be used to extract the true ranges from the
biased measurements. After the biases are removed, the inter-satellite range measure-
ments can be taken as additional measurements or treated as tight constraints in the
ARNS. As shown in Figure 5, the biased KBR range data is not available for all
epochs, and the bias changes with time. In total there are only 6185 epochs of valid
unbiased KBR data that can be processed together with double-differenced GPS
observables in the ARNS.

5.2. Test results. Several tests have been conducted using the GRACE dataset.
The relative positioning results are compared with the GNV products/solutions. The
stand-alone GPS measurements are processed to determine the reference trajectory.
The baseline estimation errors (expressed in the ECEF frame) are plotted in Figure 6.
The 3D RMS error is 0·53 m. When integrating the additional range measurements
from the inter-satellite ranging system, the baseline determination accuracy improves
significantly, with the 3D RMS error now being at the centimetre-level. In addition,
the baseline component errors decrease to the sub-decimetre-level. Figure 7 shows the
baseline error components determined using the ARNS with the SCKF algorithm.
However, as the separation distance increases, more peaks in the error occur in

all three components. This confirms that long inter-satellite distances will lead to a

Fixed States
Integer Least Square

(LAMBDA)

Float States kr

k = k +1

kN

k̂r
k̂–1r

ˆ
k–1N

ˆ
k–1N

ky Other
Measurements

(SCKF) ˆ̂
kr

Figure 3. Fixed ambiguity feedback scheme for the SCKF-based ARNS.
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Figure 4. Inter-satellite separation for the GRACE mission.
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decrease in the relative navigation performance due to de-correlated ionospheric
delays, which will also worsen the phase ambiguity-fixing ratio. Figure 8 shows the
vTEC values (in TEC units) for the two GPS receivers, and it can be seen clearly that
the vTEC profiles of the two receivers are consistent. However, this consistency
reduces as the two spacecrafts’ separation increases. In Figure 9 the relative navigation
solution modes of all processed epochs are plotted. The carrier phase ambiguity fixed
ratio reduces with increasing inter-satellite distance.
The tests results are summarised in Table 3. The fixed phase integer ambiguity

ratio benefits from the feedback strategy, which improves by about 10%, from
71·0% to 81·0%. This strategy also results in an improvement in the relative states
estimation. The additional inter-satellite measurements in the ARNS only affect
the ambiguity fixing procedure slightly, with less than 1·0% change. However, the
ARNS performance has been improved significantly, by one order of baseline
magnitude, in comparison with the GPS stand-alone solutions. Both methods – system
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Figure 5. Biased KBR data.
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Figure 6. Baseline estimation errors for GPS stand-alone solutions.
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re-parameterisation and SCKF – can be used to achieve sub-decimetre accuracy of
relative state estimation in terms of the distance RMS, and centimetre accuracy for the
3D baseline estimation.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS. An inter-satellite ranging augmented GPS
relative navigation system has been presented in this paper. To combine the inter-
satellite measurements with GPS, two approaches were investigated. In the first
method, system re-parameterisation, the original GPS stand-alone filter is augmented
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Figure 7. Baseline estimation errors for SCKF-based ARNS.
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Figure 8. VTEC profiles of two spacecraft receivers.
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by one dimension in the observation equations. In contrast, in the second method the
SCKF works in parallel with the original EKF as an independent module. Both
methods can achieve significant improvement of the relative navigation performance
in comparison with the GPS stand-alone solution. A phase ambiguity fixing and
feedback strategy was investigated, which has been proven to increase the fix rate as
well as improve the relative positioning accuracy. Real flight data from the GRACE
mission was used to test the ARNS performance. The carrier-based KBR measure-
ments were post-processed to remove the biases before they were used for relative
navigation. The proposed ARNS has potential application for real-time autonomous
LEO satellite formation flying missions.
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Table 3. Test results in terms of RMS error and fixed ratio value.

No ambiguity feedback Fixed ambiguity feedback

RMS Error (m)
Fixed

ratio (%)

RMS Error (m)
Fixed

ratio (%)x y z 3D x y z 3D

GPSSA 0·471 0·246 1·075 0·534 70·78 0·466 0·220 1·071 0·528 81·88
ARNS1 0·065 0·071 0·109 0·031 70·85 0·060 0·048 0·106 0·017 81·03
ARNS2 0·067 0·076 0·109 0·031 70·65 0·064 0·053 0·106 0·014 81·17
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Figure 9. Relative navigation solution modes for the ARNS with fixed ambiguity feedback.
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